ALBlend® 925P for Bi-axially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)

Bi-axially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) films have emerged as the outstanding films with a strong growth in the world market because of its unique combination of properties such as better shrinkage, stiffness, transparency, sealability, twist retention and barrier.

SI Group’s ALBlend 925P is developed specifically for BOPP resins to provide exceptionally good melt flow and color stability at higher processing temperatures.

**Improved Stabilization for BOPP Film Resins**
- To maintain melt viscosity stability during film conversion/orientation/stretching
- To prevent web breakage
- To achieve a wide range processing window
- To achieve higher output coupled with higher line speeds of BOPP films

ALBlend 925P is used in a wide range of BOPP films maintaining excellent tensile strength and packaging properties including product freshness when used in food packaging applications. ALBlend 925P can help BOPP resin producers to make high quality BOPP resin with the ease of handling in pellet form.
Multiple extrusion tests were done to compare the relative changes in the Melt Flow Indices (MFI) and Yellowness Indices (YI) between ALBlend 182 (1:2 blend of ETHANOX® 310/ETHAPHOS® 368), Proprietary ALBlend 925P vs. a competitive One-pack in a BOPP resin. ALBlend 925P showed superior performance in maintaining both melt flow and color stabilities after multiple passes of extrusion.
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